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The original version of this article incorrectly claimed that the nonorienable 4-genus of
the knot 821 is 1, while its correct value is 2. This mistake resulted from a typographical
error in one of the references that the authors relied on. The correct statement of the
Theorem 1.1 from the original article is:

Theorem 1.1 The values of γ4 for the 21 knots with crossing number 8, are given as
follows.

γ4(K) = 1 for K = 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 810, 811, 814, 816, 819, 820.

γ4(K) = 2 for K = 81, 82, 812, 813, 815, 817, 821.

γ4(K) = 3 for K = 818.

To compute γ4(821) one can use Corollary 3 from [1]. Let K be a knot with det K = n
and with n a product of primes all with odd exponent. Suppose that H1(M(K);Z) ∼= Zn

where M(K) is the 2-fold cover of S3 branched along K . Then by the aforementioned
corollary, if K bounds a Möbius band in the 4-ball, the linking form

`k : H1(M(K);Z)× H1(M(K);Z)→ Q/Z

has the property that `k(x, x) = ±1/n for some generator x ∈ H1(M(K);Z).

For K = 821 the linking form `k : Z15 × Z15 → Q/Z is, up to isomorphism, given by
multiplication by 13/15. It is easy to check that ±1/15 does not occur as an output
value of `k(x, x) for any generator x ∈ Z15 , proving that 2 ≤ γ4(821). To see that
γ4(821) ≤ 2 it suffices to exhibit a nonorientable band move that changes K = 821 into
a knot K′ with γ4(K′) = 1. This is accomplished in Figure 1 with K′ = 52 .

http://www.ams.org/mathscinet/search/mscdoc.html?code=57M25,(57M27)
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Figure 1: The knot 821 yields the knot 52 via the indicated nonorientable band move.
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